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Graphic Design Two is always one of the
most fun, and most challenging classes I have the great
pleasure to teach. At this point, I have already had most
of the students before in Graphic Design One, and quite
possibly in Introduction to Graphic Communications as
well. Having a well established relationship, class ritual
and work ethic with all the students makes for a very
powerful class indeed. Most of my students in Graphic
Design Two are powerhouses in ability and concept—
pushing myself to be a better educator and the other
students to be better learners.

Teacher
reflection

Since a foundation has already been established for these
students, we are able to go much deeper into professional
“real world” graphic design assignments; including vector
graphics with Adobe Illustrator, Advanced Photoshop
techniques, and web design using Adobe Dreamweaver.
Alternate printing formats and substrates are also
explored, with package designs, large output posters and
T-shirt design—students have the opportunity to take
their graphic design talents to all new heights!
Throughout the program, students gain a deeper
understanding of the skills, processes and path needed
to have a career as a graphic designer. Students work
frequently on school projects, such as play posters,
photography exhibits and designing the WHS poetry
book “The Abstract” while many others find freelance
jobs while they are in school (which I encourage in
class). A large percentage of my students go into College
to study Graphic Design at schools such as; The New
England Institute of Art, The Art Institute of Boston,
Fitchburg State College, Framingham State College
and BU’s Center for Digital Imaging Arts (CDIA).
With the interest level so high at Waltham High School,
I believe starting a Design and Visual Communications
program would be well received and the next step
in a graphics focused education here at WHS, acting
as a bridge between Graphic Communications, TV
Broadcasting, and the Art classes. Alternatively, a
Graphic Design Three class focused on Web and
Animation help round out an already fantastic program.

Kevin Keaney
Graphic Design Educator



680 Graphic Design Two
Working from the foundation created in Graphic Design One,
students will push the boundaries of visual communication using
scanners, digital cameras, Adobe Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator
and Dreamweaver, in combination with traditional design techniques.
Students will also begin to explore the career of a freelance graphic
designer. By examining magazines, billboards, TV and the Internet,
students will learn the critical thinking skills needed to understand
the hidden truth behind many messages in our world today.
We live in the most visual culture in the History of humanity.
Learn to think for yourself among all the visual chatter!

Objectives
The Graphic Design Two classes will delve deeper into the world of
Graphic Design, with a software focused on advanced techniques in Adobe
Photoshop & InDesign, and an introduction to Adobe Illustrator and
Dreamweaver. Focus will be placed on design careers, design as social
activism and advanced printing formats.

Essential Understandings
Students will learn...

Elements of Art & Design
		

Line / Color / Shape/ Texture / Value /Space

Principles of Design
		

Movement /Balance / Emphasis / Unity

Contrast / Repetition / Alignment / Proximity
Visual Hierarchy
Is it clear what you want your viewer to read first, second and third?

Scale
Consider the distance between your design and your audience

Efficiency
Is there too much information to communicate your idea?

Impact
Is your design compelling? Does it draw the viewer in?

Curiosity
Does your design promote interest or discussion without being
too literal or obvious?

*It’s worth noting that the
following curriculum is
subject to change during
the school year to account
for current issues, events
and opportutnites.
~Kevin Keaney

Introduction
Goals: The main goal is to get to know the students, explain the class
rules, expectations, grading guidelines and class structure. A primary
focus is to make the students feel welcomed, safe and excited about the
school year and projects to come, all while establishing a sense of control.
Essential Question: What is graphic design? Where do you see it?
How is it used? Is graphic design art? What businesses do you know of
that use graphic design?


Unit I 		 Safety
Goals: Students will learn about the process of design, thumbnail
sketches and traditional graphic techniques and mediums, along with
the principle that design needs to communicate something.
They will also learn the evacuation route and lock down procedures.
Essential Question: Design always starts with a problem and

a need for a solution - what does that mean? Why is safety important?
What is ergonomics? Whose main concern is safety and why?

MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
Strands 1 and 6

Project: Group Safety Design Concept
Students will create a design solution to communicate to all students
the correct procedures during a fire alarm. This could be in any graphic
format, including signs, video, advanced technology, etc. Students are
free to use their imagination! Focus is placed on solving the design
problem as a group.


Unit II			 Design Principles
						 and Professionals
Goals: Students will be introduced to professional designers working
in the field, and learn the advanced design principles they use within
there designs, with a focus on creating focal points, color theory, line
and texture. Students will also be introduced to the class wikispace.

Check out the
class wiki space:

whsgraphics2
@wikispaces
.com

Essential Questions: What does fine art and graphic art have in
common? Why did Picasso claim that all art is a lie?
What elements are used to create all types and styles of visual art?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
2, 4, 5, and 6
Wikispace intro.: Students will be introduced to the class wiki and use
the graphic design links to research and locate a designers work to post
onto the wiki, with a response to how they use the principles of design.

Project: Design Professionals
Using resources from the class wikispace, students will watch video
interviews from some top design professionals still working today,
including Milton Glaser, Paula Sher and James Victore.
We will discuss in class the principles and elements used within their
design, then students will choose one favorite design and post the
example onto their wiki page.

Project: Principles & Elements of Art
Using traditional graphic design mediums, students will practice creating
abstract designs with a focal point using the principles and elements of
art. They will then create two final pieces: A line drawing that illustrates
one verb (from a given list of words)


Unit III			 Photoshop review
						 and Color Harmonies
Goals: Students will be given a review of the Adobe Photoshop skills
learned in Graphic Design One, and learn how to apply the principles
and elements of art using Photoshop—with a focus on color harmony.
Essential Questions: Why is color considered perhaps the most
powerful element in art and design? What other considerations does
color bring to the designer, and the client?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
2, 4, 5, and 6

Project: Photoshop review
Students will first review and practice selecting, layering and workspace
techniques using Adobe Photoshop.

Project: Color Harmony
Students will explore three different color harmonies using the color
design template. Each design will be posted on the class wiki.


Unit IV			 Advanced
						 Photoshop Effects
Goals: Students will learn advanced graphic design techniques using
Adobe Photoshop, with a focus on popular effects in the field, using layer
blend modes, smart objects and multiple filters.

Essential Questions: Why must a painter learn how to use their
brush? Explain this quote: “Graphic Design is the icing on the content
cupcake.” Is flash without substance a bad thing?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
2, 4, 5, and 6

Project: Advanced Photoshop
Students will learn advanced techniques in Adobe Photoshop,
including quick masks, smart objects, layer styles, channels
and selections using the pen tool.

Project: Special Effects in Photoshop
Students will learn classic special effects using Adobe Photoshop,
including: filter effects, smart objects, layers styles and channels		


Unit V		 Designing for Print
Goals: Students will synthesis all their previous knowledge into design
projects for print, including large format and bleeds.
Essential Questions: Why is it important to know the end result
of a design? How is design used within or society?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
2, 4, 5, and 6

Project: Book Cover Design makeover
Students will create a re-design book cover of any book found within the
school library. Students must present a summary of the book, along with
a process of brainstorming ideas, thumbnail and final sketches. Design
will include a chosen format with bleed.

Project: Movie Poster
Students will create a movie poster design for the fictitious movie title
“Left Behind”. Focus will be on image revealing atmosphere and
graphic design size, resolution and information requirements.

Project: Concept Billboard Design
Students will create a billboard design with a focus on a design which
invites discussion or thought on the subjects of “Wants and Needs” or
“Diversity in Waltham”.


Unit VI			 Vector Graphics
Goals: Students will learn basic and advanced vector graphic
techniques using Adobe Illustrator. Each lesson will get more advanced
and add additional features, while introducing students to more
illustrative areas of graphic design.

Essential Questions: What is the benefit of vector graphics?
What is the differences between vector and pixel graphics?
Can they work together?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
2, 4, 5, and 6

Project: Adobe Illustrator
Students will learn the basics tools, techniques and workspaces using
Adobe Illustrator, including layers, the pen tool, shapes, lines and
swatches.

Project: Logos and Branding
Students will create two logos: one for their own business and another
for a determined company. Focus on pathfinder, text along a path, and
creating outlines from text.

Special Project: MA Teen Choice Book Award
Students will create a logo design for the award contest above
by a required deadline and format restrictions.
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Project: Business Card
Students will create a business card in Adobe InDesign for their own
business that incorporates their Illustrator vector logo.

Project: Alternate formats: Pizza Box
Students will create a design for a restaurant pizza box, focus on the
appearance palette, live paint and live trace, and finishing skills.

Project: Illustration
Students will create an illustration using the “Munny” templates and live
trace/live paint. Illustration will be cut out for display.

Project: Package Design
Using a formatting template, students will create a 3-D package design
for their “Munny” illustration, including a mylar window, and the cut-out
from the previous project.

Project: T-Shirt company: Creature creation
Students will create characters based on the company focus determined
by the entire class using Adobe Illustrator for T-shirt design on the
Threadless.com website. Design will be printed using heat offset T-shirt
printing and/or iron-on transfers.



Unit VII		 Advanced Design using 		
						 Photoshop & Illustrator
Goals: Students will learn how to combine two of the most powerful
graphic programs on the planet, while using design to explore concepts
of identity and existentialism.

Essential Questions: How is design an art form? If design can be
used to sell ideas, whose ideas do they sell? How can design bring people
together or make them think? Who are you?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
2, 4, 5, and 6

Project: Digital Collaboration
Students will learn techniques combining Illustrator and Photoshop to be
used in the forthcoming projects.
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Project: Identity Poster
In class discussion, students will explore concepts of identity and
stereotypes, including family history, cultural ideas and
misunderstandings. Students will then create a poster design,
incorporating Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop, illustration and
photography, about identity and stereotypes.

Project: Design as Inquiry
Students will explore the inquiry process and create designs based on
Pink Floyd’s The Dark Side of the Moon, Albert Camus “The Stranger”
and the concept of existentialism.

Project: Design for Expression
Students will explore ways of using graphic design as a mode
of expression, remembrance or social change.


Unit VIII		 Web Design
						 and Online Portfolios
Goals: Students will learn the concepts and tools of creating graphic
design for the Web, including web authoring tools and online portfolios.

Essential Questions: Why is designing for the web different from
designing for print? What is the usual format for web design?
What is HTML?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
2, 4, 5, and 6

Project: Adobe Dreamweaver
Students will learn basic Dreamweaver, HTML, and Design basics
for the Web. Including CSS style sheets and page creation.

Project: Web Design
Students will learn the basic principles of designing for the web,
including style sheets, importing images and vector graphics, and
creating links.

Project: Online Portfolio
Students will create an online portfolio from the work they created in
class. Web site must have at least 3 pages (including the index page)
and include images, email and links to the class wikispace, and a class
reflection on their progress through the school year.

MA Frameworks ~ Graphic Communications
Strand 1: Safety and Health Knowledge and Skills
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

Demonstrate health and safety practices
Illustrate appropriate safe body mechanics, including ergonomics
Locate emergency equipment in your lab, shop, and classroom.
Demonstrate responses to situations that threaten health and safety.
Discuss ways to identify and prevent workplace/school violence.

Strand 2: Technical Knowledge and Skills
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

Demonstrate effective pre-production practices.
Explain the importance of and skills used when meeting with clients.
Explain how to establish and maintain a positive relationship with the client.
List ways to back-up and archive files.
List common file errors and their resolution.
Scan materials into appropriate file formats and resolutions.
Modify images to conform to layout design.
Assemble a digital file for output.
Print with output devices to given specifications.
Identify common output errors and their resolution.
Demonstrate proficiency in using current major publishing software.
Explain and adhere to the rules of basic color theory as they apply to the imaging
process (e.g., RGB, CMYK, additive and subtractive, gray balance).
Explain the fundamentals of how light and paper characteristics affect color
perception.
Demonstrate effective post-production practices.
Describe procedures that prepare products for publishing/distribution.
List criteria upon which to analyze and critique a product.
Demonstrate effective bindery practices.
Discuss the principles of binding and finishing.
Discuss the impact of input quality on the binding and finishing.
Explain the importance of image control marks to identify centers, bleeds,
trims, register marks, side guides, and signature collation.

Strand 3: Embedded Academic Knowledge and Skills
English Language Arts
¾¾ Summarize in a coherent and organized way information
and ideas learned from a focused discussion.
¾¾ Analyze visual or aural techniques used in a media message for a particular audience
and evaluate their effectiveness.
¾¾ Use general dictionaries, specialized dictionaries, thesauruses, histories of language,
books of quotations, and other related references.
¾¾ Use all conventions of standard English when writing and editing.
¾¾ Identify the aesthetic effects of a media presentation and identify and evaluate
the techniques used to create them.
¾¾ Analyze how visual characteristics, content, and a message convey the time and place
of a completed work.
Mathematics
¾¾ Use a straight-edge, compass, or other tools to formulate
and test conjectures, and to draw geometric figures.
¾¾ Scale copy and compute page/photo/illustration using ratios
and proportion formulas.
¾¾ Read, convert and measure using points and picas.
¾¾ Identify and explain the applications of light in communications
Strand 4: Employability Knowledge and Skills
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

Create professional cover letters, resumes, and portfolios in a variety of formats
Apply strategies to enhance effectiveness of all types of communications in the workplace.
Locate information from books, journals, magazines, and the Internet.
Apply basic writing skills to work-related communication.
Write work-related materials.
Explain information presented graphically.
Use writing/publishing/presentation applications.
Apply active listening skills to obtain and clarify information.
Communicate with others in a diverse workforce.
Solve problems using critical thinking.
Demonstrate skills used to define and analyze a given problem.
Describe methods of researching and validating reliable information relevant to the problem.
Implement and evaluate solution(s).
Demonstrate positive work behaviors.
Identify time management and task prioritization skills.

¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

Demonstrate willingness to learn and further develop skills.
Demonstrate self-management skills.
Show initiative by coming up with unique solutions and taking on extra
responsibilities.
Explain the importance of setting goals and demonstrate the ability to set,
reach, and evaluate goals.
Explain the importance of taking pride in work accomplished and extrinsic
and intrinsic motivators that can be used to increase pride.
Value the importance of professionalism, including reliability, honesty,
responsibility, and ethics.
Demonstrate a respect for diversity and its benefit to the workplace.

Strand 5: Management and Entrepreneurship Knowledge and Skills
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

Discuss the importance of diversity and list methods of encouraging diversity in the workplace.
Evaluate the effects of community relations on companies and the industry.
Describe the formal and informal influences in the abstract and formal structures
of business organizations within the career cluster.
Define influences of government and cultural perspectives as they relate to media
communications visual arts or performance as a business.
Define the influence of government regulations on media, audio-video productions,
telecommunications, printing and artistic authorship.
Analyze a variety of persistent cultural issues and dilemmas within society that
commonly affect how cultures are portrayed within art forms and communication
Analyze the history and evolution of the arts, audio-video technology,
and communications to their current place in society and the economy.
Identify positive and negative impacts of the arts on current society.
Identify key factors that have impacted the evolution of the arts, communications,
and audio-video technologies.
Prove evidence of interdependence of the technical and the artistic sides of this industry.
Analyze how technical areas and the arts partner to produce high quality
presentations and productions.
Analyze the roles of creators, performers, technicians, and others involved in
production, performance, and media to identify similarities and differences.
Analyze the skills required by both technical and artistic partners to provide
audiences with quality works and productions.

Strand 6: Technological Knowledge and Skills
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

Demonstrate proficiency in the use of computers and applications as well as an
understanding of concepts underlying hardware, software, and connectivity.
Select and utilize the appropriate technology to solve a problem or complete a task.
Differentiate between different operating systems and demonstrate use of at least one
to open and switch between programs and files.
Save, retrieve, load, format, and import data into, and export a variety of electronic
documents (word processing, spreadsheet, database, AND desktop publishing).
Demonstrate the proper use of a variety of external peripherals and how
they connect to a computer.
Illustrate methods of selecting and using search engines.
Demonstrate responsible use of technology and an understanding of ethics and safety
issues in using electronic media.
Identify ways in which technology is used in the workplace and in society.
Demonstrate ability to use technology for research, problem solving,
and communication.
Locate, evaluate, collect, and process information from a variety of electronic sources.
Demonstrate the use of telecommunications and other media to interact or collaborate
with peers, experts, and other audiences.
Demonstrate the use of appropriate electronic sources to conduct research.
Present information, ideas, and results of work using any of a variety of
communications technologies.
Use advanced features in writing/publishing applications.
Create documents (letters, memos, reports) both with and without templates.
Format text using basic formatting functions (e.g., paragraph spacing, margins,
bullets, numbering).
Use advanced formatting features (headers, footers, page numbering, styles).
Customize tables
Use insert picture/object function to place graphics in documents
and adjust text formatting accordingly.
Make changes to format or layout of an existing complex publication or template
Organize content and standardize format from various sources.
Use presentation applications.
Create a new presentation using both text and content layouts.
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